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anyhow
Used to indicate that a statement explains or supports a previous
statement.
Two suitcases flung anyhow.

anyway Used to confirm or support a point or idea just mentioned.
I told you it s all right and anyway it was my fault.

approach A road, sea passage, or other way leading to a place.
The approach of winter.

boreal
Relating to or denoting the second climatic stage of the postglacial period
in northern Europe between the Preboreal and Atlantic stages about 9 000
to 7 500 years ago marked by a warm dry climate.
Northern boreal forest.

derogatory Showing a critical or disrespectful attitude.
She tells me I m fat and is always making derogatory remarks.

dialectic Relating to dialectic or dialectics dialectical.
This situation created the inner dialectic of American history.

direction
Something that provides direction or advice as to a decision or course of
action.
A house with views in all directions.

directly At once; immediately.
I went directly after breakfast.

divert Reallocate (money or resources) to a different purpose.
More of their advertising budget was diverted into promotions.

expedient (of an action) suitable or appropriate.
Holding a public enquiry into the scheme was not expedient.

guidance The act of guiding or showing the way.
A laser guidance system.

inimitable Defying imitation; matchless.
An inimitable style.
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lane
Each of a number of parallel strips of track or water for runners, rowers,
or swimmers in a race.
A maximum of six people can play on a lane at any one time.

means Resources; capability.
He is a man of means.

method
A particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching something,
especially a systematic or established one.
Labour intensive production methods.

methodology A system of methods used in a particular area of study or activity.
A methodology for investigating the concept of focal points.

navigate
Act as the navigator in a car, plane, or vessel and plan, direct, plot the path
and position of the conveyance.
He taught them how to navigate across the oceans.

northern
In or characteristic of a region of the United States north of
(approximately) the Mason-Dixon line.
Northern breeds of cattle.

occident The countries of (originally) Europe and (now including) North America
and South America.

occidental A native inhabitant of the Occident.
Occidental civilization.

orientation
A person’s basic attitude, beliefs, or feelings in relation to a particular
subject or issue.
His book is well worth reading regardless of your political orientation.

oriented
Adjusted or located in relation to surroundings or circumstances;
sometimes used in combination.
The house had its large windows oriented toward the ocean view.

pejorative A word expressing contempt or disapproval.
Most of what he said was inflammatory and filled with pejoratives.

piecemeal
A little bit at a time.
Some can only be had as part of a package while others can be installed
piecemeal.

southbound Travelling or leading towards the south.
The southbound carriageway of the A1.

southward In a southerly direction.
People began a southward drift.

sublimate Vaporize and then condense right back again.
Condensation of a sublimate.
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tack Fasten with tacks.
The boat tacked.

unidirectional Moving or operating in a single direction.
A unidirectional antenna.

west
Of or denoting the western part of a specified area city or country or its
inhabitants.
The accident happened a mile west of Bowes.


